HENSON: “My people were also brought here on ships.”

PEARY: “Good watch, Henson.”

(PEARY and HENSON exit)

FATHER: “You’re a brave man, whoever you are,

...coming so far, expecting so much.”

FATHER:
No. 4

"RAGTIME" Concert Version

Journey On

F:

lute to the man on the deck of that ship!

A sa-
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F:

lute to the immigrant stranger.

Heaven
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F:

knows why you'd make such a terrible trip.

May your
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Holly Carroll & Associates
own God protect you from danger. Is it freedom or love that you pray for in your guttural accent? Too late, long gone. A sa-
cresc.
"RAGTIME" Concert Version

Journey On

F:

lute to a fellow who hasn't a chance!

F:

on.

TAIEH:

"If people ask, how old are you?"

LITTLE GIRL:

"I don't answer."
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